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Message From Jerry Dias
President, Unifor

OUR WORKPLACES AND INDUSTRIES are going through dramatic
changes. Skilled trades members have had to adapt to numerous
changes in their workplaces with ever increasing technology and
pressure to work faster and leaner. What will the future entail? Will
the continued restructuring of the economy and our sectors cause
greater job loss, including in the trades? Will companies and
governments erode, rather than strengthen, the quality and number of
apprenticeships? Will this be part of a more general focus on the part
of the corporations to erode the strength of the trades?

while you still have the power to do so - waiting until things are
collapsing around us is too late. The Skilled Trades need to continue
building their involvement and strength in the union. To be
successful, this must include solidarity with production and other
workers. I urge you to get involved in discussing the challenges facing
the trades and thinking about what we must collectively do if we want
to maintain and develop the role of the trades, based on their skills, in
our workplaces and in the economy.
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There are over 50,000 Skilled Trades
members of Unifor

FROM THE MAJOR ASSEMBLY PLANTS to the hundreds of parts
suppliers, from aircraft and aerospace plants to tool and die shops,
from underground mines, railway locomotive and car repair shops,
Aircraft Maintenance Hangers, Shipyards, to Healthcare and Retail,
Pulp and Paper Mills, there are recognized Unifor skilled trades.

As electricians and millwrights, shopcraft workers and auto

strengthening their trade in the workplace and in collective
agreements.

In workplaces as diverse as hospitals and shipyards, mines,

and hotels, Unifor skilled trades workers are helping to build the
union.

Importance in the Economy
SKILLED TRADES are key to our economy. It is the technical mastery
and skills that turns investment in new facilities, sophisticated

the workforce that explains the high quality and productivity of
Canadian plants and the international acclaim of industries such as
auto and aerospace. This is even more important as industries retool

New Trades in the Union
IN THE LAST 25 YEARS, mergers have added new trades groups to
Unifor. With these new members has come a broader understanding
of trade issues in sectors which range from resources to hospitality.

our Union.

against regressive legislative changes such as dismantling of
apprenticeship programs or lobbying the federal government on
shipbuilding programs, rail policy or trade policy Unifor speaks for
skilled trades workers across Canada.
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Major Trades in Unifor

(These groups represent about 80% of all skilled trades)
*MR is Machine Repair, IMM is Industrial Mechanic (Millwright)

Unifor Skilled Trades Members by Sector
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The Trades Building the Union

OUR UNION WAS BORN in the 30's. Skilled trades workers, hand in
hand with production workers, played a critical role in the events that
led to the formation of the United Auto Workers Union (UAW) in the

Windsor, Ontario.

It was trades who provided key leadership for the wave of strikes and
sit-downs in 1936 and 1937.

Overall, skilled trades workers were also pivotal in the broader
struggles of the labour movement in Canada. They helped challenge
management on a wide range of issues, including improved wages,
shorter hours, and better working conditions.

But it was only with the creation of a union structure that cut across
occupations and represented all workers in the workplace that
greater progress was made. Solidarity between skilled trades workers
and production workers provided the critical mass as well as the
leadership and militancy that pushed the new industrial unions
forward.

NINE-HOUR DAY MOVEMENT

In 1872, the Toronto Trades Assembly adopted a motion to
press for the nine-hour day. There were similar actions in
Sarnia, Guelph, Hamilton, Ottawa and Montreal. In each
community the activists faced incredibly hostile employers.
This struggle established links across communities in

in the establishment of a Canadian labour movement.
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The Union Building the Trades

STRENGTHENING THE IDENTITY of the skilled trades and building
solidarity within the union have gone hand in hand since the
formation of Unifor.

Our union recognized the need for skilled trades to discuss and
resolve issues. A structure unique to Canada, the Unifor Skilled
Trades Council, was enshrined in the constitution.

A National Skilled Trades department was immediately established
with a director appointed by the Unifor National President.

agreements gives recognition to the particular needs of the skilled
trades. It provides a voice for skilled trades within the union.

The Chairperson of the Unifor Skilled Trades Council is a member of
the National Executive Board of the union giving the trades not only a
voice at the high decision making body of Unifor, but also a role in
building the total union.

The Union further built the trades when in 1995 the CAW established
the Skilled Trades Union Education Program. No other union
nationally or internationally has this type of program.
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Bargaining Apprenticeships
in the Workplace

APPRENTICESHIP IS A TRIED and true way to develop the next
generation of skilled workers.

Apprenticeship programs provide the opportunity for apprentices to
work with tradespersons who are able to pass along many years of
accumulated trade knowledge.

They are workplace based which grounds theory in the practical
applications of real work situations. They are time based which
provides for an opportunity to turn learning into knowledge and skill.

Our Union’s Agenda on Apprenticeships:

program is a priority for our union. This is especially critical since
many of our current skilled trades members will be eligible to retire
over the next few years. Our union’s strategy includes:

 enforcing contractual journeyperson to apprentice ratios;

 making sure companies continue to implement ‘Unifor’
apprenticeship programs;

 negotiating resources for Joint Apprenticeship Committees;

 pressuring the government to continue to fund and support
apprenticeship training;

 increasing broad-based opportunities for youth to enter
trades through an apprenticeship program.
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Recognizable Apprenticeships are
under Pressure for Change across Canada

Unifor is committed to continue with campaigns in Canada against:

 creation of designer trades and/or single skilled
occupations;

 encouraging short term, competency based completion
of skill sets;

 

reduction of government funding.

Unifor Electrician & Apprentice

WITH future skilled trades shortages predicted on the horizon
Unifor continues to meet with Provincial and Federal Governments
requesting:

 national coordination of increased apprentice opportunities in
key recognizable trades;

 adequate employer and government funding to create
apprenticeships;

 create Apprentice Retention Programs to ensure completion
of apprenticeships;

 programs which ensure employers meet their obligations to
train the next generation of Skilled Trades.
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Critical Issues

Technological Change:
New technology represents both a challenge and a threat.
Workplaces are becoming technologically more complex and
individual pieces of equipment are becoming technically more
sophisticated. There is a tension between management and

enhance and deepen trade skills. Our agenda includes negotiating:
 more opportunity for training and upgrading;
 more control over the design of technology;
 

Training:
Skilled Trades technical training needs to be continuous and
comprehensive, from education to hands on training, from regular
updates and refreshers to major retraining. Our goals include:

 training programs adequately funded by employers and
government;

 peer trainers and training coordinators to organize, plan,
schedule and deliver programs;

 

developing,
producing and evaluating programs.

Operating Systems:
Programs involving company operating systems may include the

maintenance trades work to production workers. Our judgment on
whether or not to participate in TPM programs or other “operating
systems” is based on criteria such as:

 negotiating increased protection for skilled trades jobs
and skills.

 

predictive and preventative maintenance;
 

-traditional areas.
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Critical Issues

Contracting/Work Ownership:
Contracting out skilled trades work undermines the jobs security of
our skilled trades and limits opportunities for new hires. In return for
our skills and our commitment to quality and productivity we strive to
establish the principles of work ownership. These are:

 we own the work inside our workplaces;
 

 trades to be fully utilized;
 

contracting out work.
 meaningful discussions and contracting information to be

provided by the employer to the union and prior to
contracting.

Safeguarding Skills:
Programs such as “multi-skilling” and “designer trades” erode skills
and job content, and in the longer term, pose a threat to our job
security. We will:

 defend the depth and breadth of our core trades to Red
Seal Standards;

 resist both fragmentation and multi-skilling;
 ensure our trades and apprentices to learn and adapt to

new processes and technology.

Work Time:
Unifor continually strives to bargain shorter work times. Reducing
work time:

 protects existing jobs and creates new jobs while,
ensuring adequate skilled trades replacements;

 promotes a balance between work and family and leisure
time;

 creates more work opportunities for young people.
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Unifor Skilled Trades
Structures

BUILDING ON OUR PAST GAINS
UNION STRUCTURES FOR THE FUTURE

 Formation of CAW in 1985 from the UAW, formation of Unifor
in 2013, from CAW

 Unifor Skilled Trades Council

 Skilled Trades National Department with National Director and

 

 Skilled Trades Advisory Board and Comprehensive Skilled
Trades Policy Manual

 Skilled Trades Representation in the workplace, at bargaining
and on the National Executive Board since 1994

 Skilled Trades Collective Bargaining and New Technology
Conference

Red Seal Chefs, Hotel Vancouver
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Unifor Skilled Trades Collective Bargaining and New Technology
Conference
Every three years, delegates to the conference set out skilled trades
policy and goals for negotiations. The conference reviews new
technologies coming into our workplaces and develops strategies to use
these technologies to strengthen the skilled trades and apprenticeship
training.

Unifor Skilled Trades Council
Unifor Skilled Trades Council is composed of 16 area sub-councils
across Canada each of which takes turns hosting its quarterly
meetings. Membership dues to the council are one-half an hour’s pay
per year with 60 percent going to support area sub-councils and 40
percent to the Council. The Council plays an important role in
providing a voice for skilled trades and apprentices.

Representation on the NEB
The Chairperson of the Unifor National Skilled Trades Council is a
member of the Unifor National Executive Board, one of the highest
authorities in our union.

Skilled Trades Department

bargaining, contract enforcement, arbitration, apprenticeship training
programs and participate on government and industry committees.
Active Board members for the Ontario College of Trades and
Canadian Apprenticeship Forum.

The Unifor Journeyperson Card
Holders of the Unifor Journeyperson Card have completed an
apprenticeship up to Unifor standards, or have worked at least eight
years at their trade, as set out under Unifor standards in the Policy.

Unifor Skilled Trades
Structures
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Message From Bob Orr
Secretary-Treasurer, Unifor

The Skilled Trades section of our union remains a critical part of Unifor as we
face many challenges created by changing times.

Looking to the years ahead, a major shift is
occurring within our skilled trades membership
as a large number of skilled trades members are
retiring. These shortages support the need for
apprenticeship opportunities which require
governments to supply the necessary leadership
and funding for these programs.

Our Union will continue to lobby and meet with

Unifor will continue to address this urgent need
by participating on government committees / boards and making
presentations to both the federal and provincial governments highlight the

apprenticeships.

By strengthening skilled trades in Unifor we are continuing to build a vital,

focused agenda. We strive to ensure our skilled trades work provides the

Through the strength and solidarity of our entire Union working together, we
can help to build a strong secure future.

Bob was elected Secretary-Treasurer by more than 1,800 delegates at Unifor's

to the National Secretary-Treasurer and the National President, a position he held
from 2009-2015. Bob has worked extensively with most sectors of our Union from
coast to coast and has an extensive bargaining background having participated in
negotiations as a Union Representative since 1990.
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Unifor Skilled Trades at Work

For additional information about Unifor Skilled Trades

EMAIL: trades@unifor.org
John Breslin, Director of Skilled Trades
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